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Platform housekeeping

• You should be able to see three windows on your 
screen: The “Video” window, the “Slides” window, 
and the “Questions and Answers” window

• You can drag and re-size any of these windows as 
you see fit

• At the bottom of your screen are six round buttons. 
Three of these close and open each window 
individually – so if you don’t want to see, say, the 
“Q&A” window click on it and it will disappear; click 
again and it will reappear.

• To quickly restore all the windows to the original 
format click on the “Restore” button on the left of the 
six.

• The other two buttons bring up the speaker bio and 
a survey for the session.

• If you have any questions you can seek assistance 
from our technical support staff by reaching them 
through the Q&A window.
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“Companies don’t 
have good character 

or bad character;
they just have 

incentives”

Cory Doctorow 21 May



1. So what are we worried about?  (really? in 2021?)

2. Antitrust failed (has it? and why?)

3. The Great Regulation Pivot (but with differences)

4. What’s on the table? (can it work?)

5. Missing key pieces…privacy/data protection

6. What about innovation?

Run through



Consumers are funnelled into 3-4 main “attention brokers” that soak up most 

attention online, and certain markets HAVE ACTUALLY TIPPED

Many reasons – the virtuous cycle of “aggregators”, economies of scope in 

data, larger than expected economies of scale, behavioural factors on the 

demand side…

“Insufficient competition” overall – exclusion and exploitation

“Enveloping” markets

“Unfair bargains” all over the place, for user data, but also between platforms and 

businesses relying on the platform…

…but also privacy violations and use of privacy rules to protect “the 

moat”, all the way to surveillance capitalism…
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So what are we worried about? 



“Invest in unregulated monopolies…”

Yesterday: Google’s adrevenue +69% (Youtube +83%),  Apple’s profits nearly doubled to 

$21.7bn, sales +36%, iPhone sales +50%...
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We underenforced… now big shift in the political economy

Massive market power 

build-up for a few players

• Explosive growth: cocktail 

of network effects, data 

economies of scale/ scope 

• Pandemic role

• BUT also major 

underenforcement, 

concentration/margins 

increasing

BIG shift in the US

Platforms lie to users to extract 

their data, degrade privacy 

protection after acquiring potential 

threats and use vast trove of 

personal data to addict/ 

manipulate us with behavioral ads, 

all the way to surveillance and 

fake news…

US tradition of antitrust as a tool to 

disperse economic power, 

hence political power

Current progressive 

movement IN POWER is 

ANTIMONOPOLY, focused 

on SIZE in contrast with the 

past 40 years…  

BREAK’EM UP!

Europe different, but 

also militant

Ordoliberal tradition

At core, we protect freedom of 

economic choice, a view that 

only decentralized decision 

making could deliver good 

outcomes. 

Ordoliberal idea: “competition” is 

a “process of rivalry” built on 

individual economic freedom

Traditional  values are 

“special responsibility” of 

the dominant firm, 

behavioural remedies. 

Under pressure: “we need 

to do more”

Complete pendulum swing… 





Australia: a unique model (“decentralised regulation”)
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But why the Pivot?

Perceived (real) failure of antitrust (Europe/US)…

Some inherent –the piecemeal nature of enforcement – missing big picture

Some avoidable – lengthy procedures gamed incessantly by incumbents

Some real blunders on mergers – some inexcusable 

Timidity of regulators and fear of losing on appeal

Ankle tag of precedent and not calling a spade a spade 

Remedies utterly hopeless. 

…combined with the narrow lens of antitrust

Siloing antitrust from data protection 

Failing to see that data protection violation is market power abuse (“a price increase”) 

and leaving hapless DPAs to fight monopolies with a plastic knife

Does not deal with the real serious problem of the pace and direction of innovation
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Unpacking a few…

Missing the big picture, focusing on yesterday’s issue

Antitrust enforcement looks narrowly at ONE issue at a time.  Wood/trees.  Always yesterday’s issue. 

 Shopping: do we really care about comparison shopping? Was THAT the way to curb Google’s 

tentacles in SEARCH? And while focusing on that in 2010-14, EC totally missed Google occupying 

mobile (Android started in 2015). Then occupying adtech. Now starting to occupy health. And IoT.

Lengthy processes gamed grotesquely by defendants

Agencies are slow and underresourced. Defendants game grotesquely. Rights of defence theatre. 

Total VACUUM of enforcement in mergers: those that got away

….practically EVERYONE.  No acquisitions by GAFAM ever prohibited

Only a handful vetted… Google/DC, FB/WA, FB/Instagram, … all the way to Google /Fitbit!







…and a few more…

Timidity of regulators

Overwhelmed by fear of tackling “the new” (exploitation, data theories)

Ankle tag of precedent

Lawyers (legal service) paralyzed by precedent, the only authority they know

Fear of losing in court

High profile losses are a major deterrent for the institution – see O2/Three before 

Google/Fitbit…

Remedies utterly useless

“Cease and desist”

Design of the remedy left to the defendant

Behavioural remedies unmonitorable

So let’s swing to REGULATION!



What does the EC draft regulation (DMA) look like so far? 

“Digital Markets Act”

• Designation of “gatekeepers” for “core 

platform services” first

• Gatekeepers are subject to a list of 

Obligations (Art 5. blacklist/ Art 6. 

greylist)

• Except that they are a game of 

charade, a collection of points drawn 

from past antitrust cases

• None the wiser. 

• Is this how you design optimal 

regulation?



What’s wrong with it? (in substance)

This is not telco regulation!

Not precise enough and certainly not “self-executing”

Need some organising principles… 

Mostly about b2b and nothing much on personal data

Nothing on mergers (“perhaps you would let us know”..)

Only behavioural remedies (“three strikes and (maybe) you’re out”…)



What should be the organizing principle?
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“Follow the money” : business models as the organizing principle



Much more going on than DMA… 
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UK approach cuts the nonsense and gets to 

the point

UK established Digital Markets Unit (DMU) to 

implement new regulatory regime for “the most 

powerful digital firms” – “Strategic Market Status 

(SMS) regime”.

Note critical difference to EC DMA: no fixed, pre-

established list of rules

Individual code of conduct

Germany hybrid approach with 

revamp of competition rules

Art. 19-20 GBW

US new draft Bills 

“Platform Antimonopoly Act” (!)

“Ending Platform Monopolies Act” (!)

Biden’s Competition Order and…





What’s left out: Data protection/privacy! 

We have failed to integrate antitrust with privacy and 

data protection (not “intersect”!)

• GDPR 2018 was a great start

• But we have operated in silos: market power vs data 

protection (consumer protection)

• We created Data Protection Agencies to enforce GDPR 

at national level which are underresourced and 

fragmented and cannot fight the giants. 

• Because we failed to tame the market power of the 

giants, we have now thrown these DPAs into war with 

these giant entities. Guess who’s winning.   

• And we have failed to fashion TOHs that take into 

account that it is the market power that allows for 

violations of data protection and the violations of 

privacy and data protection enable the persistence 

of market power through abusive and exploitative 

conduct – need to INTEGRATE NOT INTERSECT!
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And finally, innovation…

Enforcement / regulation vs innovation – that old chestnut… 

…“regulation will kill incentives to innovate”… “Type 1 errors will chill innovation”… 

“startups are created only to be acquired”…

Some data points…

Kill zones

Monika Schnitzer et al on AT&T

Valletti et al on agrochemical mergers

Do we think Silicon Valley will stop innovating if we block 4 startup acquisitions a year?  

But yes, designing regulation that does not undermine incentives is hard. 
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Conclusions 

Enforcement needs powering up YES.

Will we see a new regulation regime alongside antitrust? YES.

Will antitrust pull itself from irrelevance… MAYBE. 

(and let’s see what happens in the US with Federal/State AG Complaints 

and new agency heads….FB setback notwithstanding…)

Will we move the dial integrating privacy and antitrust? Depends also on 

the economists listening! (RPN at CEPR)

Worried about the direction of innovation? Absolutely….

China??
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Disclaimer



Two cases

• Network effects

• Data and privacy

• Competition

• Externalities

• Business model



Some economics of data (I). The positive side?

• Jones and Tonetti (AER, 2020) “Nonrivalry and the Economics of Data”

• Data are non-rival (infinitely usable) but excludable

• Representative consumers and firms that produce different varieties

• Consumption generates data: Data improve own and other varieties (spillover)

• Contrasting effects: Social gains if many firms use data, but also privacy concerns

• Who should own the data?
• Firms. Overuse and do not adequately respect consumer privacy

• Consumers. Better balance concerns for privacy against the gains from selling data

• Assigning data property rights to consumers typically generates higher welfare

• Total ban on data very inefficient. (Red herring?)



Policy implications

• Increasing returns to scale associated with data: there exist incentives 
for merging

• Less obvious effect: If selling data increases the rate of creative 
destruction, firms may hoard data

• Data is a barrier to entry. As incumbent firms accumulate data, this 
makes it harder for other firms to enter

• Government shall jointly implement antitrust and data policies



Some economics of data (II). The negative side?

• Acemoglu et al. (AEJ: Micro, forth.) “Too Much Data: Prices and 
Inefficiencies in Data Markets”

• Privacy paradox?

• Work of Acquisti et al. (“paradox of the privacy paradox”):

• “Even subtle changes in the way privacy trade-offs are presented to 
individuals can cause radical changes in people’s valuations of their 
data or the importance of keeping their data protected. One of the 
conclusions of my research is that it’s probably fruitless to try to 
pinpoint with a single number the value of privacy.” 



Simple example

• One platform and two users i, j

• Platform wants to acquire users’ leaked data

• Assume:
• Valuation of the platform for the users’ leaked information = 1
• Values that users attach to their privacy are vi = ½ and vj = v
• Correlation of valuations ≈ 1

• Then:
• User i will always sell her data, because vi= ½ < 1. Hence, the platform will know 

almost everything about user j
• User j will be willing to sell her data for approx. 0, leaking information about user i
• But then user i can only charge a very low price for her data
• ⇒ The platform acquires both users’ data at approx. 0 price!



Implications

• Data externalities: when a user shares her data with a platform, she typically 
reveals relevant information about other users ⇒ “excessive” data sharing

• Individual-level data underpriced and the market generates “too much data” (no 
privacy paradox)

• Given this: rethink Google-Fitbit and typical antitrust approach (“small” installed 
base of Fitbit), or the WhatsApp new terms of service (“they don’t apply to EU”)

• Policies:
• Tax on data transactions

• De-correlation via a mediator (remove correlation with the information of other users and 
only share transformed data of those who are willing to sell their data.)



Selling data

• Think of impact on “downstream” markets

• Data provide information: better customization but also price 
discrimination

• Montes, Sand-Zantman and Valletti (Management Science, 2019) “The 
Value of Personal Information”

• Data provider sells info to downstream competing firms & consumers can 
protect their privacy

• If data is sold to all -> intense price competition, no reason to protect privacy
• However at equilibrium, all data sold exclusively (= auction with negative externality)

• Re-focus on allocation of data (exclusivity contracts)

• Recent papers looking at this with various extensions



Attention bottlenecks and mergers

• Prat and Valletti (AEJ: Micro, forth.) “Attention Oligopoly”

• Look at platforms as “attention brokers” who sell hyper-targeted ads

• Follow the money: ads are ultimately paid by producers of products

• This impacts downstream competition (“incumbents vs entrants”)

• Different platforms -> different ways to get attention

• With concentrated platforms, ads become more expensive because 
foreclosure strategies of “incumbents” become profitable

• Mergers even in so-called “zero price” markets cause consumer harm: 
more expensive final products

• Need to have the right metric: “attention overlaps” not “usage shares”



Challenges to the economics/antitrust orthodoxy

• Challenge 1: “more information is always good”
• Lack of privacy is an (unobservable) price of using platforms which facilitates 

mainstream antitrust harms such as exploitation and foreclosure

• Challenge 2: “more data generate more surplus”
• Data combinations by a dominant firm allow a discriminating monopolist to 

extract the majority of the rents from “good” customers and jack up prices to 
“bad” ones -> Google/Fitbit (Chen et al., 2021)



Integrate© Privacy into Antitrust
(© Caffarra & Crawford)

• It’s rarely done, TBH: push the agency hierarchy to be bold and visionary! 
(Even if supporting case law has to be built.)

• Privacy as a “quality” characteristic? Not so sure

• Rather (lack of) privacy is a price: deals that allow more 
collection/combination/use of data raise prices for those services

• Often these prices are unobservable: “obfuscation by design”

• Unobserved prices high also because consumers have few ways to say no

• (Lack of) privacy can facilitate exploitation



Integrate Privacy into Antitrust

• (Lack of) privacy can facilitate foreclosure

• Offensive leveraging/data envelopment (at odds with purpose limitation)

• Can reframe classic concerns around personal data as the relevant asset

• E.g., “Privacy-policy tying” to deter entry and lower consumer surplus 
(Condorelli and Padilla, 2021, adapting dynamic leveraging of Carlton and 
Waldman, 2002)

• E.g., Google’s “Privacy Sandbox”
• Is it self-preferencing?

• Do we then want to preserve “external data free to all”? No



Thanks a lot!
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/people/t.valletti

https://twitter.com/TomValletti



Session 1B will start shortly  -
please go back out of this session 
and click on session 1B.

For more networking with the 
speakers go back and click on 
Networking in the events 
lounge.


